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January 2016

This Month In Mentoring & Coaching Monthly

This is the first issue of Mentoring and Coaching Monthly for the year of 2016. Although this issue is short, we are excited to welcome in the new year as we prepare for everything to come. Inside this issue, we feature some important dates to keep track of and highlight upcoming events!
Events
Our list of mentoring and coaching related events occurring soon.

- **2016 National Mentoring**
  
  **January 27-29, 2016**
  Washington, D.C.
  Becky James-Hatter, Jenifer Kreibl, Kirsten Romans, and more!

  *The sixth annual National Mentoring Summit will take place January 27-29, 2016, at the Renaissance Washington, D.C. Downtown and will explore the theme of “Connection | Growth | Opportunity”. The National Mentoring Summit is convened by MENTOR: The National Mentoring Partnership, and garners support from both the private and public sectors.*

- **The Art of Coaching Institute**
  
  **February 10-12, 2016**
  Pacific Grove, CA
  Elena Aguilar

  *In the Winter of 2016, immerse yourself in the Art of Coaching with expert transformational coach and trainer, Elena Aguilar, in a unique institute to be held at the Asilomar Conference Center in the Monterey Bay, CA. Designed to reflect the principles of adult learning, this Institute is highly interactive, provides ample opportunity for reflection, and supports the development of each individual participant.*

- **International Mentoring Association Conference**
  
  **April 13-15, 2016**
  Auburn, Alabama
  Brad Johnson, Lois Zachary, Frances Kochan

  *Please join us at the upscale Dixon Hotel and Conference Center for the 2016 International Mentoring Association Conference! The theme of the conference is “Mentoring Excellence: From Preparation to Practice.” Auburn has been called “The Loveliest Village on the Plains” because of its small town charm, beautiful and vibrant university campus, lively downtown, and welcoming Southern hospitality. In April, the azaleas will be in full bloom!*